The Civil Service
This explains, I think, both why the Civil Service has
been able, in these sixty odd years, to maintain its
neutrality, and why the measures they have recommended
have proved equally acceptable to Cabinets of either
party. They have been neutral because their ultimate
principles of action have been those upon which the
policy of both political parties in this country were based
before the war; and since, after 1918, neither of the
Labour Governments has sought to depart from those
principles in action, their neutrality has not been ques-
tioned. So, similarly, in relation to policy. No Govern-
ment, in the period of the modern Civil Service, has
embarked upon measures which have called into ques-
tion the foundations of the State. Succeeding Govern-
ments have differed in degree; they have not yet differed
in kind. The neutrality of the Civil Service has not yet
been tested by the need to support a policy which, like
that of a Socialist Party, might well challenge the tradi-
tional ideas for which it has stood.
_I do not for a moment suggest that the Civil Service
would not meet such a test with adequacy; I note only
that, so far, the need to meet it has not arisen. But I
do suggest that no smalj part of its remarkable success
as a service has been the outcome of the virtual agree-
ment between parties upon the foundations of policy.
That has made possible a rapid and harmonious co-
operation between ministers and officials which has been
built upon the fact that they were united to apply broad
principles of policy held in common by them. The real
problems will only begin to emerge when this is not ..the
case. Would Sir Maurice Hankey, for example, whq has
testified before a Royal Commission that he believes the
nationalization of the armaments industry would be a
"disaster," be able easily to collaborate with a Labour
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